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THE DE-EVUOPMENT OF INDUCTIVE STRATEGVIN CRIELDREN'S EARLY THOUGHT

One may test a generalization by examining likely,supporting instances of it

or by examining likely negative instances, to eliminate alternative generali-

zations. Very young children appear to use the formertibethod, alone, and

then develop the latter method.

Forty children between 11/2 and 31/2 yedics of age were given a simple categoriza,-

tion problem,. .At around age,3, the children began, to seardh for negatiye in-

stances of concepts they were-in the process of forming. They were proceed-

ing by a process of elimination. That is, in the process of establiShing

same category, A, they appeared to test the limits of A by examining instances

they believed both were and were not members of A. Tn-i younger Children ex-

amined only aaditional likely instances of A. '

Verbal reasoning at the same,ages has similar featUkes. When young children

are confronted with a novel bvent, pey compare it with something familiar,

to make sense of it. But by 3 or so they do more than siTply analogize.

They examine how their analogies don't.work, and they draw out the imila.ca-

tions of what they haven't seen. Despite other evidence that children and

adults are disinclined to use "negative instances to form concepts', consi-

.deration of what something is not (or of what instances are not members of

AL) may be a major means by iqhich children determine "what is.

Susan Sugarman
Psychology Department
Princeton University

J
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF INDUCfIVE,STRATEGY IN CHILDREN'S

E1RLY THCUGHT AtNVLANGUAGE.

-\
One basic component of both scientific and everyday tIdriking is to

generalize from what is known about pne thing to Aat is true of same

previously unexandned- group Of-things. This is how adldren--construct

their reality, a reality that includes physical, social, and linguistic

objects.

We have preliminary evidence from a study involving children's

mahipulition;of,physical objects that children lob-gin to generalize their

knowledge in a new way at'around 3 years of age. Tbday I will preknt

these results. I will then discuss possible extensions of thefindings to

children's language le and to their spontaneous "unpacking" of other

A Preliminary Finding

We gave 40 children between 11/2 .11c1 ih years of age two tasks of graded

complexity. In each task the children were to determine which objects frail

a large array had a sticker.hidden underneath. The first, and simpler

(Nonoverlapping), task used four noncverlapping classes of four identical

objects each: discs, squares, columns, and trees, With each class a

different color. Stickers depicting apples were attached to the bottoms of

all the discs and squares. The.second (Overlapping) tagk used four crossed

classes of four objects 'each: green brushes, yellow brushes,' green

triangles, yellow triangles. A fifth "unrelated" cla.ss of blue columns was

4



added to these. Stickers depicting cats were attached to two disjunctive

classes, the green brualies and yellow triangles (see Figure 1).

Each set of objects was presented 4.r1 a scraMbled array, one ekemplar

from each tagged class was turned up,, and the child wis told to find "the

other apples/kitties". Tasks were,terminated after three minutes or when

4

the children'signalled that they would search no further.

The children made an average of 20 discrete selections in the Nonover-

lapping task, and 21 in the Overlapping task. Selection frequency aid not

vaiy with a4e in the Nonoverlapping , but increased with age in the

,

Overlapping task (la .03). ,It did not correlate with our dependent
/

measures in either task, howev,;, and thus ghouid not have "produced age-,

related artifacts on these measures.
P

The major finding is that as the children got .olde(they selected and

organized the untagged objects with incrdasing frequen

1. Tp each taSk, the propotionA of self ctions involving

untagged, a qpioosed tOPtagged, objects inc ed from one-fourth

at lErmonths to fully half at 42 months. The heavy line in

_ !
Figures 2A and 213,shows this trend. , /

2. Again in both tasks, there s a reversal with age in the

conditions under wilich the children sequentially selected

identical objects. In each tAbk, the 11/2- to 21/2-year-olds.were

more likely to choose an iaentical object if they had just chosen

a tagged object than if they,had just 6hosen an untagged object..

By 31/2, however, the children were more _likely to choose an

identical object after selecting an untagged object than after

selecting a* tagged object. These results are graphed,in Figures

3A and 3B.

5
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Our, secondary finding has to do with differences among'the.youngei..

groups, the children wbo were selecting mainly tagged items. As it turns

out, ,theyery youngest children weie not only selecting and classifying \y/

tagged objects, but were selecting and classifying only one of the two
,

classes of these objects:

1. Figures 2,A and 2B show that in each task the 18-month-olds

selected one of the two tagged cIasseg`ltwboe,as.F-often as -tile.y

selected the other: discs were favOred in the Ndhoverlapping

task, anl brushes in the 0.7erlapping task. ty 30 or 36 months,

the children klected from the two.tagged classes equally often.

2...Figures 4A and p. ow that until 30 months the children were ,

likely to sele an'identical object after having selected

an object from th

were after havi

So, in the N

more frequently used tagged class than they .

Lected an object from 'the other tagge4 class:

erlapping task, these younger children were more

likely to ct'an identical object after having,selectedla disc

than' having selected a square. In the Overlappipgptask

they, more likely to select an identical object after having

seçted a (green) brush than aNper having selected a (yella4
' t

trfangle. The older children did not show this discrepancy:

they were as likely to select.an identical.cbject after having

selected an object from one.tagged class as they 'Were from the '

me'

other.

The &4a thus contain,two trends. One is from the selection and'

classific tion of one class of tagged,objeCts to the selection 'and

classificati n of two classes of tagged objects. The other is from the
r

selection and classification of.'tagged objects to the selectiop and

Classification of both tagged and untagged objects.

No.
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We heed a Control analysi's before we pan interpret these trends. The

children did not check the bottaM of every-object they chose. -Roughly half

the moyes at every age consisted df. displacements without ,cheaking.

Accordingly, we reanalyzed the data using checked Awes only, on the

aSsumption that maneuvers following these moves were more likely than
I

maneuvers tfollowing unchecked moves to'be related to subjCts' notions

A.
about where the stickers were. analysis strongly confirms the rhitial

,

one, in two.ways. First', the two developmental trends ,I have described. ,

were eeplicated for checked moves only. Thetonly difference is that

children at every age checked tagged objects more often than untagged

objects. 'Thus, for example, the oldest children checked the untagged

objacts more often than the younger children- did, as before, though they

checked more,tagged than untagged objects (they selected esual numbers of

each). Second, and more dmpreSsively, the jnteraction we found for

identical-objedt selections foRowing tagged vs. untagged selections was 1

accentuated when we oonsidered only checked moves. When the oldest

children had checked an untagged objeCt, they, were extremely likely (that,

is,' after an averagb of 80-90% of these.moves) to Select an identical

objebt' next. , When the younger children happened to,check an
.

tagged
,

' .

object, they rarely .went on to select another object frlt the same class
.

t
A a

(they did so on no'more than a third of these'moves).
:

.

'The behavior of tfie younger children 'seem`reasonabIe. They sought
t

. .

.
. .

. out those things that, on the'hasis of the eiddence they were given, were
,

likely to have- stickers. The 11/2-year-olds used just one criterion (one

class) to do this, while by 21/2, the children selpcte& objects by tWo

criteria. This trend is consistent with our earlier results on. free

classification (Sugarman,'1982).
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However, the youngest children riot only sought one clas, tkey all

sOught the same class. This group bias toward one particular,class of

tagged items, suggests that something was especiallY salient to these

children about these objects, other than the stickers. This feature, in

turn, helped the childreri distinguish these objects frbm the rest of theP

array. That is, to the extent that they were looking for something like an

element they knew to have a stiCker, that element was not hard to find,

This fipding, tpo, converges with earlier results: Objece grouping seems

tb be associated initially with the decided salience of one class over the

other availdble objects (Starkey, 1981; Sugarman, 1981).

But Why should the oldest children both sample and classify the

untagged objects, especially after having,ascertained that these objects

fact'untagged? At least in the Overlapping task, 'ttey were

proceeding by a process.of elimination. If a green brush had a sticker

showing; for example, they would check a .yel1oW brush. Finding no sticker

on'it they woad remove all 'the yellew brushes from .'the array and then (or

at some later point), turn up all the green brushes. They.would then

subdivide the green and yellow trianglses the same way, perhaps Chelpking.

some blue columns along the way:
,

TUy 42 months. T checked a yelloW brashi(no sticker) and then a

greeri, brush (sticker). She moved all four yellow brushes to the

left of the array: "OK, all these have to line UP." She checked

a yellow triangle (sticker) and.then a green one (10 sticker).,

She lined up three reen triangles (10 stickers) to the left:_
"All these..." She turned over the last two yellowtriangles
(stickers): "This have..Afiere it She chocked one.blue

column ,(no sticker), and then moved three of them, without

checking, to the left. She checked the last yellow brush (10

sticker) and left it in. place. Then, wd.th erY deliberate
votions, she turned Over the remaining green brushes, displaying -..

the stickers on theM.
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In this task, then, it appears_that .ihe oldest children were selecting

untagged objects primarily bedause they were sorting among closely related

items to find the ones that had stickers. But they alk checked less

,related untagged 'objects: the blue columns ih the Overlapping task, and

the untagged objects (columns and trees) in the Nonoverlapping task:'

TU, 42 months (Nonoverlapping task). T turned up a disc and a
square, revealing the sticker on each one: "-- two, three." She

. turned up another disc,'" and grouped i with the other three
discs: "Now one more of these" (by-this point she had three
discs ,and three squares upturned, and' had grouped all four

discs). She turned over a tree: "And maybe try one of these."
She checked,a second tree and then put three trees' together,'
'although shg had checked only two of them: "I think we should

get rid of these. No smiling faces. (the apples had .faces on

4bilot, them ". (emphasis added). She turned over two columns and
grog them: "No." She turned over the fourth square:, 'which

hadi..1 stidker: "These." She put a third-column with.the column

group, again without checlang.. Lastly, she turned over the
fourth column and put it with the other columns: "Not even

thgse." -

e children had in fact received no positive indication that the objects
c

that were unlike the upturned' exemplars did ot have,stickers. It was'

reasonable for them to check -- and eliminate -- these objects, as well as

the =tagged objects that were more similar to the tagged items.

. ,

Note, however, that the (oldest) children treated these near and

distaliWuntagged objects differentially: They checked the distant (1esS

related)oobjects less often than they checked the near ories

still checked objects of both types more often than did

.childrn). Moreover, when they did check the distant items,

(thpugh they

the younger

they did so

nearly always after they had finished checking the tagged objects. They
a

checked the nev,pr "overlapping", untagged objects right frcin the start,

/

that is, during.their search of the tagged objects. We have suggested that

in inspecting the, near untagged objects, 'the children were trying to

discover where the stickers we.re. In inspecting the distant.untagged
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Objects, they may,have been attempting rather to,verify their hypotheses.

In any event, the younger children diffdred sharply from the older

children in the way they treated untagged objects of dither variety. They

did in fact check some untagged objects, eS'pecially those that overlappea

wl.th the tagged dijects. This can be seen in Figure 2B: as early as 18

months children were selecting the untagged objects (in this case tile

yellow brushes) that were the same formls their favofed tagged class. But

until 3 or 31/2 ears of age, the children iimply eliminated these bad

ob-ects when theyp1countered them. Having chosen an untagged Object, they

did not 'hoose another one like it, buf went on to choos%soll;ef.hi.ng else

instead. The-older children, by contrast, eliminated, bad classes. -Saving

chosen an untagged object, they retriexed the Others like.it and quite

literally, got them ou4 of the way.

We may note in passing that the 31/2-year-olds' behavior is much like

that of efght adults we tested on the same tasks. Z11 ei4Ht adults idhecked

at least one untqgged.object in the Overlapping task, and all'but 'one did

so in the Nonoverlapping task. Within this context:wthey gave PieZedence'

to the tagged ob7jects, as did the 31/2-year-olds. Most of Xhe adults cbeCked,
,

all the tagged objects before checking any untagg object8. They *also
,

distinguished among untagged objects that were more or less related
.

a

tagged objects. They chedked More of the related ones. And; on the rate

,

occasion when they did check. an untagged object.early ih the task, they
, d

always checked an object that was more, rather than less, relatpd to the

tagged objects. (g.B. In 'the Nonoverlapping task, Ihere was

tendenCy*among adults and children alike to check columns than

the untaqged items.

than were the trees.

greater

amOng

The coluliins were closer, in size to thetagged objects,
i

)40"10Fina1ly, like the 31/2-year-olds, hit not theyounger
-7- Y^

.
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children, the adultp werc more likely to handle untagged than tagged

objects in class order. ps with the children, this.may haVe been tied to

the eliminative function these maneuverv served. Since the untagged

objects were.ummarked, there wag-no way to remember which ones they were,

save to use their physical idehtity to get from one to the other.

The import Of the adult patterns, along with the developmental trend

toward.thiS

untagg

avior.i this:. A subject who gamples both tagged and

classes need not be someone who has no idea where.the stickers

are, but could be omeone with a very,good idea, who is also aware of other

.possibilities.

To summarize, o preliminary findings suggest that byqh years of

age, children mav begi to consider what things are not-A as they try to

establish what things A. 'Younger children Consider: cply additional

likely instances.of A. or therri, an encounter with an instance of not-A,

when it occurs, is an "err

' .elaboration pf Ithe'search f

,
Possible Extensions fo S

There is

r".1[For 31/2-year-olds.and,adults,, it.becomes an

A-

eous Disdove Procedures .

no'explicit.idi cussion of a development, of this type in ;the,
. .

from 1 to 4. Analyses of childreW's syn*.-

literature covering tne period

are a possible exOgption, and

tendency of adults and older

negaive instances iiconcept f

Goodnow, &"Austin, 1956). ;t

study began to examine things

"positive" exemplars only after

will discuss then shortly. Otherwise, the

c .1dren to better apprepiate positive than

like itemS.

4

nation is well doCumented (e.g., ,Bruner,

es sense, then; that the children in dur

t were unlAke the initially marked

a period during which they checked only

. ;
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But what we really need is evidence that a strategy of the sort I have

described does emerge in children's navigations about the ivorld at around'
1

the time we have observed it: between 3 and 4 years of age. In the

,remaining time I will argue that there is such evidence in children's

spontaneous analyses of language and other;realities., I will'argue furthet

that children would be unable to construct these realities specifically,

to converge with the convenkenal wisdom on them -- without something like

the process we seem to have tapped here.

I draw my 'account principally fram Kornei Chukovsky's (196E0

'miraculous book, From a to 5, which contains children's spontaneous

comments about language and Other things. It'seems to me that:the volume

is replete with examples of children's concern with 'what is hot but could

have been', as they try td figure out what is.

begin with, Chukovsky notes, as have others, preschoolers'

campuls. n to connect everything with everything else:

"So much colifusing and, fragmentary knowledge is heaped bupan the
young child that if he did not have the fortunate desire to
resolye this chaos"he would surely lose his mind by the age of 5.
Necessity compels him to conduct a tireless c4assificatien of all

bhenamena." (12. 104)

And so, in scrutinizing languag e,and other "facts", children draw out the

implication of one utterance or event.by analogy to d.past,.7related one.

,From language: a child Rears that somebody's "dlop is traine d", and

sametime4later, that someones father is well trained. The child then asks)4'

whether this father is 'a dog. Fram the world of events: a child who sgt
c

a train kill a pig sees a new pi% a few days later and reasons that "the ,

pig glued herself pp again". Or,,a child sees her'grandmather remove her

artificial teeth and bays, "Now take'out your little eyes, Granny." These

analogies are,farfetched, but the important poine is that the child is

generalizing from the old to figure out'the new.



Knowledge would be in a sorry sLte,, however, if this were all thesi

children did. But what Chukovsky's record so tellingly reveals is that it

is not all they do. The children are not jlist making analogies. They are

noting when these analogies do not work. They are seeing that some'thine

could be other than the way it is, through the analogy they have atteMpted

to make, but thatlhas partly-failed.

"The stin sets in the sea. Why is there no vapor'?" (p. 21)

(Other things"pAluce valicor in water. Why not the sun?)

"Where, does, the smoke fly?" (p.-29) (Other things that fly,go

somewhere. Where does the smoke go?)

"Do chipkens go out without rubbers?" (p. 29) (Chickens look

like they're in rubbers. We go out without rubbers. The

chickens are out,,but always in rubbers.)

In each of thebe examples the children are thinking about what observed

things pre not. They are ccaparing them with things that a're like them in

some respects' and unlike them in others, and are wondering about what they

have not observed in the present instance. On other occasions'children go

,

P
so far as tciirectly examine the consequences of what does not obtain:

.
.

. 0
:Mon-cries give birth to boys toti? Then what are fatfiers for?" (p.

34) (Mormniei give birth to girls and also boys: Fathers are

like =caries (al whatever grounds). If mommies produce alf
children, then what are father! for?) a c-

"Mammy, who gave birth to me? You? I knew it! ,If Daddy had

given birth to me, I'd have a mustache." (p. 34) (Mcmmy gave

birth to me and I look like Mammy. If Daddy gave biith to me, t

Ikd look like Daddy. Daddy didn't give birth to me, so I don't-

look like him.)

Finally, children may deny something thy know to be truor that someone

else claims is true, and then examine th consequences of the denial:

"The robster, could he completely, completely,lcompletely fOrget

that hp a robster and lay an egg?" (p. '34) (To lay an'egg

.you couldn't be a rooster. If the rooster [thought he] weren't a

rooAer, could-he lay eggs (viz,49not not lay eggs)?)

13
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MotherI "Don't you hear? The roll begs yoU to eat it." Child:
"The roll can't talk. /t doesn't have a mouth." (P; 28)-(Things
talk if they have mouths. The'rall,has no mouth.' How can it

talk?)

Mother: "I'm gonna get you." Child: -"You can't. my hands

caught." (from Sugarman, 1983, (11. 13) ('lD get me you need my

hands. Youcan't get my hands, so you,ca4't get me.) .

A'3 year-old has heard that a:large cloud-traversed the sky:
"Haw can a cloud walk when it has no legs?" .(Chukovsky,'p. 104)
(DD walk means one has legs. If a thing does not havd le4s, then

how can it be walking?)-

In this last example, especially, we see the child reasoning from.one thing

that somethinci hs not to something else about,it. She does- this by

reference to scnething else that has the property in question. Prompted by ,

the use of (the Russian equivalent of) 'traverse' in reference to the

cloud, the child thinks of other things that walk, observes that these have

legs, observes that the cloud does not have legd, and conclUdes that it

cannot walk. The logic is impeccable. BUt 4le reality is that things can

'walk' if they have no legs. What better a way to discover the richness of

language,-thre tricks it can play -- the way it maps onto reality -- than as

4

the'child has done here?

On a more soleinn note, the process we see siding in these examples
%

is one ,that some investigators seem to have invo ed in their accounts of

children's construction o.f a grammar. Along these lines, Maratsos and

Chalkley (1980). divide later grammatical acquisition into two phases.

Initially, children could develop'a productive grammatical system by an

on-the-spot process of analogizing between individual lexical entires:

they would form the past tense of one word, for example, by seeing haw the.

past is formed with another word that the .kreat the same way as the'first

in other contexts (e.g., in forming the progressivet. This 'unchecked'

analogizing from one expression to another would account for trig long
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period of overgeheralization of regular forms that precedes the (stable)

learning of exceptions. Butslater on children must learn these exceptions.

They must learn when not to apply.a rule oi cot to look for an analogously

treated form to express some function, namely,,when the term in question

I,
has* a.competing form to; exEdress that function-. e

Aotice hoc,' this accOunt dovetails with our'manipulative S'earch data.
.

.

Initiall* children establisSwhere the_stibkers are byl.look#g for things
. ,

. '_: .

that'are like the objects that have stickers. Then they seem to recogniZe
,

.

the relevance of negative instanceS,Thin this caie, dissimilar objects 7

toi
I.
their search.

/

A11 these observations suggest that by the middle preschool years,

children begin to cOnsider what things are not in the process of trying to

figure out what theyare. Or, in determining to what'instances a given

procedure, qtribute, outcome, etc. applies, they consider other instancli

to which that procedure, etc. does and does not apply. This is a note-

worthy* development, in addiion to the reasons we have already given,

because the environment does nbt usually present tasks -in the form

'determine not-x'_ ;t presents them in the form- 'determine x': find

- figure out what x is or is associated with. One has to think tO look where

x is not, to consider what it is not, or is not associated with.
1

This is a preoccupation of preschbolers that as astute an observer as

Piage (1962) seems to have overlooked. He dwelled instead, for his own
4.0^

reasons, on the highly "assimilative" And particularistic nature of young

children's analogizing. We, have seen, though, that in drawing the

analogies they do, children start to see where these analogies don't work.

They may then, as Chukovsky's examples suggest, draw conclusions or raise

questions about the thihg for'which they- drW the analogy in4the firsk

place.

5
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This is a sensible way for knowledge to develop. One could start

anywhere, including with the "fantastic d ons" (lvikovsky,

20) that children make by virtue of thei "priceless,uxge to establish...

connections between separate facts" (p. 20). As long as they constantly

balance,what something isL like against what it is not aike, they may

eventually get to the truth, or at lept to the conventional wisdom.

I.

1 6
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Footnote

One may note that-prohibitions take the form, "ou may not do x", . or

perhaps, "You may not do x,. but you may do y.." WhateVer fnam

injunctions take (and this, as evidence of what adults tilink children

undeand, might provide same duo:4s as to What they do Anderstand),

would argue that children would not begin to use their concept of

what they may not do to delait what they may do (or vice versa)

around 3 -- or, more positively, they might do this as early as 3.

4

1 7
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FIGURE 1. TASK STIMULI

Nonoverlapping Task

I./

Every item in designated
class has a sticker attached

underneath.

NOTE: Each class is represent-

ed.by foutexemblars.
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FIGURE 2 .MEAN PER CENT OF SELECTIONS FROM EACH CLASS
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FIGURE 3 PER CENT OF TARGET VS. NONTARGET SELECTIONS

FOLLOWED BY SELECTION OF AN IDENTICAL OBJECT

A. Nonoverlapping Task
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FIGURE 4. PER cENT OF EACH CLASS 'SELECTION FOLICWED BY(

SELECTION OF AN IDENTICAL OBJWT

A. Nonoverlapping Task
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discs: linear trend on age
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A trees: 2 < . 003

Linear trend on age X % of
discs vs. squares (tagged
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object:
F (1,35) =4.34, p< .05
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gr. brih.: linear trend on age
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